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NOW WITH

MyArdo

save the
entire

pumping
session
with the

replay button
Memory Plus

power
pumping

mimics cluster
feeding, which

increases
milk supply**strong

suction, 250
mmHg

@ double
pumping

integrated
double
bottle
holder

suction &
cycle

independently
adjustable,
64 settings 

control 
Alyssa via

smartphone
using the

MyArdo app

let-down
button for
2-phase

function, similar
to the sucking

behavior
of baby

timer to
keep track

of your
pump

session

weighs less
than 1.5lb!

MEET OUR OTHER PRODUCTS
TO SUPPORT YOUR JOURNEY

Breast Care Products

Hands-Free Collection Cups

Soothe those sore, breastfeeding nipples
with our Vegan Ardo Care line –

formulated with only the highest quality
ingredients that offer quick relief

Ardo Hands-Free Double Pumpset is
compatible with ALL Ardo electric

breast pumps (Alyssa, Bellis, Carum,
Calypso, Calypso Pro).

* total of eight 15-min pump sessions
** for more information, please refer to the Instructions for Use.
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TM

*

built-in
battery
allows

pumping for
2 days **

smooth
surface is

easy to
clean

Hospital Pump for HomeTM

https://www.ardo-usa.com/breast-care-products/


REPLAY BUTTON

 PUMP™ NICU

MULTI-USER
HOSPITAL GRADE

BREAST PUMP
The robust design
& the user friendly

interface makes Ardo
Bellis the ideal multi-

user rental pump.

WHO WE ARE

Memory Plus
function saves
your complete
pumping
session,
settings and
time, so you
can repeat
with every use.
Additional
functionality will be added in future
MyArdo App versions.

Our hospital-grade multi-user Ardo
Bellis breast pump with NICU capabilities
is the WORLD'S FIRST AFFORDABLE multi-
user rental pump for NICU.*** Bellis
allows mothers of preemie babies to take
their rental NICU pump home. Bellis
quickly establishes milk supply so that
mothers can have peace-of-mind that
their babies get their breastmilk. With all
its abilities, Bellis is the most comfortable
rental pump on the market.

Nestled in the Swiss Alps is the
home of Ardo medical. This
picturesque setting is where all of
Ardo’s breast pumps are
meticulously assembled by hand,
providing you the best Swiss-quality
breast pump available. In the late
1960s, Ardo founder co-founded the
world’s first breast pump company
and brought the first electric breast
pump from Switzerland to the
United States. To this day, Ardo
is a family- owned and
family-run company.

 POWER PUMP™

SMART PHONE
OPERATED
Control Ardo Bellis
directly from your
phone using the
MyArdo app. In
future versions,
you will be able to
record pumping
sessions and keep
track of milk output
through MyArdo app.**

     Bellis is the first   
       and only multi-user 
        breast pump in the 
         world with an 
         automated power 
         pumping function
         that mimics cluster 
        feeding, which 
      increases your milk 
    supply.

** additional functions available in future MyArdo app releases ***  more than 100 cycles per minute at 115 mmHg vacuum
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MULTI-USER
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